We drive workforce productivity for industrial companies that build and maintain
the world’s most complex machines
During Quick Start implementations, sites often fall into one of two buckets:
Highly-regulated operations starting
inch-wide / mile-deep
Customer goals
●
Ensure compliance and traceability on critical
operations that have external regulators
○
Ex: ISO, AS9100, FAA 145, DCMA
How do they achieve their goals?
●
Digitize existing rigorous qualiﬁcation &
requaliﬁcation processes
●
Structure robust parent/child certiﬁcation logic

High-priority features
●
Auto-generated audit trail
●
Robust evaluation builder
●
Unique requaliﬁcation processes
●
Expiration-oriented dashboards
●
Role-based access control
●
Strict version control
●
Qualiﬁcation-based gating (e.g., equipment
sign-in, job buy-off, etc.)
How do they measure implementation success?
●
Quantiﬁable reduction of workload (% steps
digitized and/or automated)
●
Change in compliance %
●
New forms of process control

Highly-dynamic operations starting
inch-deep / mile-wide
Customer goals
●
Provide frontline leaders access to tightly-scoped
real-time digital skill matrices
●
Accelerate time-to-productivity
●
Increase bench strength
How do they achieve their goals?
●
Create a single, standardized, objective qualiﬁcation
process that is swift and succinct for eﬃcient data
capture

High-priority features
●
Auto-generated skills matrix scoped by area & shift
●
Attribute tags to categorize qualiﬁcations by
product, model year, process, line rate, etc.
●
Dashboards focused on coverage levels and
time-to-productivity
How do they measure implementation success?
●
Quantiﬁable reduction of workload (% steps
digitized and/or automated)
●
Change in behavior: Frontline leaders accessing
matrix to decide who should work where
●
Change in time-to-productivity
●
Change in bench strength

Get up and running with expert help. Our team ensures targeted implementations to deliver quick wins (weeks, not months).
Easily scale across teams, departments, and sites. Sites can conﬁgure unique processes or opt into company-wide standards.
“Service didn’t stop after implementation — we work with Covalent’s Success Team to address opportunities and create a better
user experience for our employees.” -- Training Leader, Polaris Industries
www.covalentnetworks.com
sales@covalentnetworks.com

